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Outline

 Introducing us

 What are we doing?

 Challenges

 Next Steps
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This is not a deep dive into Linked Data: pmo, mup, BIBFRAME 2.0, Ontologies, URIs, Thin MARC, Triplestores….. Or even magical unicorn sparkle endpoints– not sure if that’s a real thing, but I’ll leave those to others. Instead this is how we are collaborating on Linked Data in Canada. ---Who are we?What are we doing?Our challenges and finally the next steps.



But first: Why?

 Potential to open our metadata 
(and collections) to new 
possibilities!

 Reveal new relationships across 
institutional silos

 Increase visibility of Canadian 
musicking
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Before we dive into the history and details of the group, let’s talk about why we care about linked data in the first place. Put simply, we care about linked data because we are hopeful about its potential to open our metadata – and in turn our collections – so that we can connect our collections to others more easily. These connections in turn have the potential to reveal new relationships across institutional silos. And these new relationships in turn have the potential to grant us new insights into Canadian musicking as a whole. And because this is new territory and there is a lot of experimenting we have many directions we might explore for the future. We know not everything may pan out, but we are trying to see what we can learn from our experimenting with linked data.



Linked “Hallelujah”

http://viaf.org/viaf/5670347
6

http://viaf.org/viaf/44493081

http://viaf.org/viaf/27874711 http://viaf.org/viaf/168703351

http://viaf.org/viaf/293905553

Like this Canadian

http://viaf.org/viaf/18052582
0

#264!
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Leonard Cohen studied at McGill University publishing early poetry during this period. His papers are held at the University of Toronto, and copies of his works and materials about him are held at the various libraries in Canada, with comprehensive holdings at both BAnQ and LAC. How do we connect this information and open up related collections beyond mere digitization? How to show all the relationships that exist within Cohen's work?Take a song like Hallelujah. Perhaps we want to demonstrate some of the many cover versions: that Jeff Buckley and k.d. lang both made amazing recordings of this song; perhaps that Jeff Buckley’s version is number 264 on the Rolling Stones 500 Greatest Songs list, or that k.d. lang sang Hallelujah at the Vancouver Winter Olympics? Can using linked data practices help demonstrate these kinds of relationships?



Pivotal moment

 ALA Technical Services Directors of Large 
Research Libraries (Big Heads) 2015

 Canadian initiatives were small and 
dispersed

 A coordinated Linked Data effort was needed
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 At the ALA Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries (Big Heads) in 2015There was a discussion focused on Linked Data initiativesAnd the three Canadian top 25 ARLs were there, and we realized that no Canadian institution could contribute substantially to the conversation.While there were a few Canadian initiatives were that were small and dispersed, we realized that a coordinated Linked Data effort was needed to move things forward.The one certainty after this meeting was that while there is an understanding that linked data is an important thing to explore and work with, and although institutions are trying to figure things out individually.We knew that linked data is an important thing happening and we individually at some of our institutions were trying to figure out how do we even begin to do something. Because of this we thought there was an opportunity to work together on such a big topic and find strength in that by bringing together keen/interested/motivate staff.



Call to action
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If there was one takeaway from that Big Heads Meeting, it was that we needed to meet and get the conversation going. We planned to meet in October 2015 after the Access Conference in Toronto, which is a large Canadian library IT Conference. We had a day long meeting with invited experts and people from Canada’s 5 largest research libraries met at the University of Toronto to meet and discuss what we could do together. This included: 	University of TorontoUniversity of British Columbia	McGill University	Université de MontréalUniversity of AlbertaAfter the initial meeting we knew we would need to include Library and Archives Canada, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec and Canadiana.org to the initiative. These are important players in Canada and all three are working already on linked data projects.We talked with organizations already working on linked data, which included projects like the U.S. Melon founded Linked Data for Production group (LD4P), which includes Standford, Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, Princeton, Library of Congress and OCLC. They were great to learn from and encouraged us to continue on our path.



What we found
 Recognition that no one institution can do it 

alone

 Benefit from the strengths of each institution

 Nationally advancing knowledge and practice

 Canadian institutions have a long tradition 
of collaboration
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Next we decided to meet at ALA Midwinter in Boston where we decided that we wanted to bring people together working with linked data already, so we had a meeting that included some of our group and guests from other organizations including:Library of Congress - Beacher Wiggins and Sally McCallumStanford University - Phil SchreurThe George Washington University - Jackie ShiehZepheira - Eric Miller (for intros), John Richardson, Gloria GonzalezUniversity of Manitoba – Lisa O'HaraSirsiDynix kindly offered us the use of their office space at ALA and we held a 2 hour meeting to review various linked data initiatives and learn from the various people there. They encouraged us to find a way to work together as Canadian institutions to find a way forward.This a great opportunity to hear from others working on projects, and to get encouragement again. We found:Recognition that no one institution can do it aloneBenefit from the strengths of each institutionNationally advancing knowledge and practiceWe have been after collaborating on various things in Canada as a whole, like CRKN and CARL and provincial consortiums, and more recently collections/cataloguing at the big 5 talking and working together for about a year and a half.  



We agreed to
 Collaborate

 Get our libraries on board

 Form working groups to tackle specific big 
picture issues
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We decided after these meetings that we wanted to find a way forward as a group to collaborate on issues related to linked data in Canada. We knew that while Canada has done one large collaborative project using linked data related to WWI historical photographs called “Out of the trenches”, we could build on that first project and find ways to work together as Canadian institutions on issues related to linked data. We felt we were better off trying to do this together, knowing there are limitations in time and resources at each of our institutions, but pooling together would be ideal.We shifted the focus of our collaboration at this point to be about Linked Data and decided we wanted to keep the momentum going. Now that we had these initial meetings and brought the other libraries into our group, including Library and Archives Canada, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec  and Canadiana.org we then came up with our name the Canadian Linked Data Initiative.



Working it out
 Groups meet monthly; set own 

agendas

 Everyone reports in at the steering 

meetings every 6 weeks
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Working groups meet monthly, mostly by teleconference, and keep each other up to date our Intranet site at the University of Toronto or through email. The working groups are tasked with setting their own agendas and benchmarks, but everyone gets a chance to check in and work out the bigger picture at the steering meetings every 6 weeks.



Steering

Metadata

Digital 
Projects

Education 
Training

Groupe 
de travail

francophone

User 
Experience

IT

Grants

Working group structure
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These are the working groups we currently have:Steering CommitteeGrants  - started seeking grant funding for meetingEducation and Training Digital Projects Group de travail francophone - this is important in CanadaMetadata IT User experience – this one is a dotted circle, because it is the one that has been the slowest to get there, but it is doing good things.All of these groups are connected, like linked data, but have their own co-chairs and work they are doing. We have realized some could be combined or reformed, so we have kept a relaxed structure to them allowing for new members and changes in the groups over time in their composition and focus.We realized that if we really wanted to move forward, we needed to meet in person, so we came up with a plan for a Summit.



Linked Data Summit in Montreal
 October 24-26, 2016.

 Explore

 Share

 Collaborate 
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This three day summit, with three basic goals: To explore, share and collaborate. A deep interest in linked data in Canada had registration fill up for the summit shortly after its announcement! We had 150 attendees at the conference overall – who were mainly from across Canada, but also some from US and Europe. We received a Canadian government grant for $25,000 to put on the Summit, so we were able to make the conference open to anyone who wanted to attend, including no registration fees, lunch was included, and we could cover some of the travel costs for speakers and some participants. We also included library students in the conference giving them opportunities to help us with the organization and pay for them to be there. There were presentations on the first day from linked data practitioners from around the world. The topics ranged from demonstrations of projects that are up and running, to discussions of the technical and logistical obstacles involved in embarking on linked data projects. Including: UC David for BIBFLOWThe DOREMUS project from France (Philharmonie de Paris, Radio France, BNF)OCLC Research Office – Jeff MixterExLibrisLD4P – Phil Scherr from Stanford (Linked Data for Production)BNF – projectsCornell – Infrstructure for Linked DataAlong with Candians:BAnQYork UniversityRyerson UniversityOn the second day, the working groups facilitated a workshop that at allowed each group to share the knowledge that they had acquired to date. The third day was a meeting of the whole, where everyone in the CLDI had a chance to assemble and discuss our next steps. This third day was also open to all conference attendees, in case they wished to become involved or just see how things work. We were energized by thte speakers and discussions and felt this was a success because we really felt encouraged to continue working furthers.



Museums and 
Archives Linked 
Data Meeting

 Held in March 2017, in Ottawa

 Hosted by Library and Archives Canada

 Spearheaded by Charlie Costain, 
Canadian Heritage Information Network 
(CHIN)

 2 day meeting with GLAM representatives 
and invited speakers
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The Summit lead us to a meeting in Ottawa in March hosted by Library and Archives Canada and spearheaded by Charlie Costain from the Canadian Heritage Information Network. This meeting will brought together various representatives from Canada's galleries, archives and museums, along with members of the CLDI.The goal was to develop a high-level approach to producing linked data from Canada's GLAM communities and fulfil a vision of GLAM network of connected data. The two-day event featured remote-guest invited speakers and investigate the potential for future projects.The goals of the event were:Develop a high-level approach to a linked data initiative for Canadian GLAM communitiesFulfill a vision of connected data from Canadian GLAM institutions Investigated future steps and projectsWe realized it would be great to bring these efforts together, and brought the Canadian Archival and Museum Communities into our Canadian Linked Data Initiative to continue the dialogue and find a way forward together. We know we can learn a lot from each other as we explore the next steps. 



Next steps
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For the libraries in our initiative our initial explorations have been for a joint project involve working with our theses and dissertations collections. We hope that this focus on Canadian scholarship as a joint project will reveal a fuller picture of the nature of scholarly contributions and trends from Canadian institutions in a vast array of subjects and disciplines, including music and scholarship on and about music. This summer the University of Alberta was able to hire student workers to help move a theses and scholarship project forward, which will have metadata from various participants. The Metadata group is working with Springer/Nature to see what could be done with data Springer/Nature’s metadata group has converted into a Triple Store. We know our faculty write for publications in Springer/Nature, so we want to explore this in relation to Canadian scholarship.The Francophone group has contacted the Library of Congress and is working on adding French terms for MARC codes, such as language and country codes, in the Library of Congress linked data service. 
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Opportunities and challengesScale – geographic, number of institutions (and all of the departments inside of them), all problems exponentially magnified (i.e. number of metadata records). Silos – see above: departments and institutions all have barriers. User experienceFundingTimeManaging expectationsOvercoming knowledge gaps / figuring out what it isDifferent communities: Archivists, museums, librarians together



 Bringing together various groups

 Building a culture of learning

 Strengthening sense of community

 Stimulating imagination and 
creativity
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When we started we were a small group of cataloguers and collection development librarians. As we’ve grown we have been encouraging other Canadians interested in our work to join our efforts, and we now have others involved, including faculty members, IT staff, public services staff, along with archivists and people in museums. It has been exciting to have such a diverse group working on this effort and great to see so many people interested in these efforts.One guiding principal of people getting involved is that they should be volunteers who are keen to be a part of something new. We have benefited from having a lot of smart and curious people who want to try new things and are having fun doing it. We have tried not to force anyone to do it, and we’re trying to keep it simple in the framework and recognize that everyone is doing this as something extra. Because of this though, people have been enthusiastic and enjoyed the challenges. We hope we’re building a culture of breaking down barriers and working collaboratively. We’ve created the kind of connections where we can reach out to our colleagues at the other institutions about other topics, too, and find creative solutions to problems together.Our Intranet is open to view and the best way to find it is to Google the name: Canadian Linked Data Initiative.We hope that soon we will have created something to show you using linked data and we’re looking forward to a fall meeting where we will meet again in Montreal to move the Initiative Forward.We also realize we might not be creating a final lasting product, but we want to be involved to help understand and influence where we are going in this new world of linked data.



Thank You!
Merci beaucoup! 
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Thanks!
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